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Nokia Wireless Audio Adapter AD-47W
The AD-47W adapter allows you to connect a compatible headset 
supporting Bluetooth wireless technology to your computer (or other 
compatible device). In this way you can use the headset to listen to music 
using the music player application on your computer.

The adapter is compliant with the USB specification version 2.0 and  
Bluetooth Specification 1.2 supporting the following profiles: Advanced 
Audio Distribution Profile 1.0 (source role) and Audio Video Remote 
Control Profile 1.0 (target role). The adapter can be used with the 
Windows XP and Windows 2000 operating systems. To use the adapter, 
pair and connect it with the headset.

Pair and connect the adapter
To pair the adapter with your headset and connect them for the first time, 
turn on the computer, and set the headset ready for pairing as instructed 
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in the headset user guide. The adapter can be paired with compatible 
headsets that use the Bluetooth passcode 0000.

When the headset is ready for pairing, plug the adapter into a compatible 
USB port on your computer. The adapter searches for the headset, and the 
blue indicator light on the adapter flashes quickly. When the adapter finds 
the headset, the adapter and headset are automatically paired and 
connected, and the blue indicator light is continuously shown. Now you 
can start to listen to music through the headset.

If the blue indicator light starts to flash slowly before the adapter is 
paired with the headset, or to pair the adapter with another compatible 
headset, set the headset ready for pairing, and press and hold the pairing 
button on the adapter until the blue indicator light starts to flash quickly.

Use the adapter
To use the adapter, plug it into the USB port of your computer, and switch 
on the headset. The adapter tries to connect to the headset that was last 
used with it. Once the adapter is connected to the headset, the blue 
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indicator light is continuously shown. Start to play music with the music 
player application on your computer, and place the headset on your ears 
to hear the music.

If you cannot hear music from your headset even though the adapter is 
connected to the headset and the music player application is playing, in 
Windows, select the adapter as the default sound playback device, and 
ensure that only the default audio devices are used. For example, in 
Windows XP Professional, go to the Control Panel, select Sounds and 
Audio Devices and the Audio tab, select the adapter from the Sound 
playback list, and check the Use only default devices box. If you still 
cannot hear music, restart the music player application, or see the user 
guide of the application.

Care and maintenance
Your device is a product of superior design and craftsmanship and should 
be treated with care. The suggestions below will help you protect your 
warranty coverage.
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• Keep all accessories and enhancements out of the reach of small 

children.

• Keep the device dry. Precipitation, humidity, and all types of liquids 
or moisture can contain minerals that will corrode electronic 
circuits. If your device does get wet, allow it to dry completely.

• Do not use or store the device in dusty, dirty areas. Its moving parts 
and electronic components can be damaged.

• Do not store the device in hot areas. High temperatures can shorten 
the life of electronic devices, damage batteries, and warp or melt 
certain plastics.

• Do not store the device in cold areas. When the device returns to its 
normal temperature, moisture can form inside the device and 
damage electronic circuit boards.

• Do not drop, knock, or shake the device. Rough handling can break 
internal circuit boards and fine mechanics.
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• Do not use harsh chemicals, cleaning solvents, or strong detergents 

to clean the device.

• Do not paint the device. Paint can clog the moving parts and prevent 
proper operation.

If the product is not working properly, take it to the nearest authorized 
service facility for service.

DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY
We, NOKIA CORPORATION declare under our sole responsibility that the 
product AD-47W is in conformity with the provisions of the following 
Council Directive: 1999/5/EC. A copy of the Declaration of Conformity can 
be found at http://www.nokia.com/phones/declaration_of_conformity/.
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The crossed-out wheeled bin means that within the European 
Union the product must be taken to separate collection at the 
product end-of-life. Do not dispose of these products as 
unsorted municipal waste.
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